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Nowadays harmonic analysis and wavelet-based decomposition approaches play an important 
role in image processing naming applications as image denoising, segmentation, or 
compression methods among others. In particular, analytic or monogenic wavelet approaches 
have found entrance in image processing delivering additional phase and orientation 
information or may be used for scale-based demodulation [1, 2]. 

What is less known is the fact that similar approaches exist in optics, at least to a certain 
extend. High, band, or low pass filtering can be performed analogously in an optical way. 
Furthermore, also Hilbert and Riesz transform build up the basis for some filtering 
approaches, usable for isotropic or anisotropic contrast improvement [3, 4], for orientation 
emphasising, or for salient point detection. Fractional spiral phase filter described 
mathematically by a Riesz transform-based filter kernel as well as cone-like monogenic phase 
filter, resembling monogenic curvelet approaches, for a steerable contrast modification 
should be mentioned [5, 6]. 

We will discuss similarities, differences, and restrictions for harmonic analysis and filtering 
approaches in imaging and image processing and argue their partially different behaviour. 
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